Abstract-We investigate multiuser signal detection with a base-station antenna array for a synchronous DS-CDMA uplink using nonorthogonal codes in Rayleigh fading channels. We have developed a new formulation for a spatial-temporal decorrelating detector using the maximum-likelihood criteria. The detector is shown to be near-far resistant. We propose to implement the spatial-temporal decorrelating receiver iteratively by applying the space-alternating generalized expectation-maximization (SAGE) algorithm. Simulation results show that the SAGE-based decorrelating receiver significantly outperforms the conventional single-user receiver and with performance close to that of a spatial-temporal decorrelating receiver with known channel parameters. We have observed that adding base-station antennas can actually improve convergence of the proposed iterative receiver.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
IRECT-SEQUENCE code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) systems use spreading codes to distinguish different mobile users. Because of the relative time delays among the active mobile users, DS-CDMA systems suffer from cochannel interference, which results in the near-far problem [1] . For a synchronous system, the near-far problem is due to the nonorthogonal spreading codes. However, the near-far problem is not inherent to CDMA systems, but due to the conventional single-user receiver which models the interference from other users as noise. By jointly detecting all the users' signals, optimum multiuser signal detection for DS-CDMA systems is near-far resistant and can achieve significant performance improvement over that of conventional single-user detection [2] . Because of the computational complexity of optimum multiuser detection, several suboptimum multiuser signal detectors have been proposed [1] , [3] - [5] for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels. In [6] , multiuser signal detection is extended to fading channels. Since multiuser signal detection is near-far resistant, precise power control is not needed.
Multiple-access interference can also be reduced using array signal processing. By digital beamforming, a base-station antenna array can be used to improve CDMA communication system capacity and coverage (see [7] and references herein). Combined beamformer-RAKE single-user receivers have been proposed for multipath channels in [8] and [9] , respectively. In [10] , adaptive antenna array processing and interference cancellation approaches using the least mean squared (LMS) algorithm are analyzed and the convergence is found to be very slow, requiring several hundred training bits. The problem of integrating antenna array beamforming and multiuser signal detection is proposed for AWGN channels in [11] , but channel estimation has not been addressed.
In order to detect information symbols reliably, we have to estimate channel and antenna array response vectors. Feder and Weinstein apply the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to parameter estimation of superimposed signals [12] . Bit sequence detection with joint random parameter estimation using the EM algorithm is studied for single-user systems in [13] . Recently, applications of the EM algorithm to DS-CDMA systems have been proposed for signal detection [14] , channel estimation [15] and joint channel estimation, and signal detection [16] . The space-alternating generalized EM (SAGE) algorithm has been developed to accelerate the convergence of the EM algorithm [17] . Applications of the SAGE algorithm in multiuser CDMA channels can be found in [14] for single antenna and known channels, in [18] for antenna array channel parameter estimation, and in [19] for joint parameter estimation and signal detection based on the discrete wavelet transform for a single antenna system.
In this paper, we investigate the integration of spatial signal processing with multiuser signal detection for synchronous DS-CDMA systems with nonorthogonal spreading codes over asynchronous multipath fading channels. We note that that a -user asynchronous system can be modeled as a synchronous system with users [1] , where is the number of bits in each transmitted block. The synchronous problem formulation simplifies the derivation and analysis of the new algorithm and the results can be generalized to higher complexity asynchronous multipath systems [20] . This paper is organized as follows. The discrete-time system model is developed in Section II. In Section III, we derive a spatial-temporal decorrelator using the maximum-likelihood criteria and analyze its asymptotic efficiency. An iterative spatial-temporal decorrelating receiver is proposed in Section IV by applying the SAGE algorithm to jointly estimate channel array response vectors and detect information symbol sequences. The bit-error rate (BER) and Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for the estimated channel are derived in Section V. Section VI presents simulation results.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
To simplify notation, we first consider a synchronous DS-CDMA frequency-nonselective Rayleigh fading uplink channel with a base-station antenna array. We then indicate how to extend the model to asynchronous multipath fading channels.
A. Single-Path Fading Channels
Assuming active users in the system, an -bit transmitted signal from the th user is (1) where is the amplitude of the th user, is the th transmitted bit of the th user with equal probability, represents the spreading waveform of the th user (2) is the spreading code, is the chip pulse with support is the chip interval, is the bit interval, and processing gain is defined as . We assume that information bits from users are independent, the spreading code sequences for users are independent and the spreading waveform has normalized energy, i.e., . The transmitted signal arrives at a base-station antenna array with elements. The impulse response of the channel from transmitter to antenna array output can be modeled as (3) where represents channel attenuation for user , is the -dimensional array response vector with direction-ofarrival (DOA) from the th user, and is the propagation delay between transmitter and receiver for user . For notational simplicity, we assume , for . The channel fading attenuations for users are assumed to be mutually independent and also independent of information bit symbols.
The received composite signal at the base-station antenna array is (4) where is the AWGN vector with zero mean and covariance matrix , where is an identity matrix. Since we assume and remain unchanged over the -bit duration, we drop their time index from here on. From (1) and (2) (5) We denote the channel impulse response vector for user as , where the th component of is and is the th component of . The received signal at the th array element (for ) is given by (6) where is AWGN at the th array element. The received signal at each element first passes through a filter matched to the chip waveform, and is then sampled at the chip rate. The received discrete-time signal at the th bit interval from the th element can be obtained for sample as
Finally, the th sample of the th bit for the th antenna element is obtained in terms of the sampled chips by substituting (6) into (7) yielding (8) where is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance . We denote the code vector for the th user as (9) The matched filter output at the th element for can be written in vector form as (10) where . We define the overall system impulse response vector for user , including the fading channel, array response vector, and spreading code vector defined above as . Equation (10) can be written as (11) Denote , and . The received discrete-time signal from the antenna array is given by (12) where is the received signal from the th user and is AWGN vector with zero mean and covariance matrix , where is an identity matrix. (14) A necessary condition that users are identifiable is that be of full column rank, implying that .
B. Asynchronous Multipath Fading Channels
Using the synchronous-equivalent model described in [21] , the above formulation may be extended to the case of resolvable signal paths per user, each with delay for and . All paths corresponding to one bit from a user are assumed be contained in a interval, and therefore three consecutive bit intervals are required for each user [21] . We denote a -dimensional vector centered at bit by . Let denote the channel response for user , where is the response to path . The -element received signal vector is then (15 
The spatial-temporal channel matrix for the th user can be expressed as (19) where matrix represents the spatial array channel impulse response in multipath fading and matrix represents the temporal channel impulse response, incorporating spreading code and path delay.
III. SPATIAL-TEMPORAL DECORRELATOR
For the single-path case, the log-likelihood of the received signal conditioned on the bit vector and the spatialtemporal channel matrix is given by (omitting index ) (20) where superscript denotes conjugate transpose. The unknown parameters are and . If is available, the bit vector decision variable can be obtained by maximizing (20) (21) Equating the derivative of (20) with respect to to zero, we obtain (22) where if or if . We define the spatial-temporal cross-correlation matrix as (23) Denoting and if if (24) if the spreading codes are orthogonal, (for ) for a synchronous system. We consider the case where the system is asynchronous and/or the spreading codes are not orthogonal and we cannot guarantee zero cross correlation. Using (23) and (24), is given by
We may interpret (22) 
using (13) where for . Thus, actually represents the despread output for the th user's deci- sion variable. The detector structure implied by (26) is a conventional single-user detector with maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) beamforming, which we refer to simply as the conventional single-user detector. Using (22), (25) , and (26), the detected bit vector can be written in the form (27) Therefore, the final data decision vector is obtained by decorrelating the conventional single-user detector output. Equation (27) can also be viewed as maximum signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio beamforming. Matrix includes both temporal cross correlation due to nonorthogonal spreading codes and spatial correlation arising from the spatial distribution of active users. The detector structure, illustrated in Fig. 1 , differs from that of [11] since the matched-filter (despreader) occurs prior to beamforming. For known channels, the difference in structure may not be significant. However, for unknown channels, Fig. 1 has the practical advantage over that in [11] since an estimate of the channel array response required for beamforming can be computed from the despread output.
Substituting (14) into (22) and using definition of [cf. (23) ], the spatial-temporal decorrelator output can be simplified to (28) where is the spatial-temporal decorrelator output AWGN vector with zero mean and covariance matrix . If there is no base-station antenna array, the spatial-temporal detector reduces to the classical decorrelating detector proposed in [1] . A similar development can be obtained for the multipath case, with the added step of maximal-ratio path combining of beamformer outputs. We have omitted the details.
A. Near-Far Resistance
The asymptotic efficiency is a performance measure for multiuser signal detection in the limit as the background noise goes to zero. The th user's asymptotic efficiency is defined as [2] (29) where is the th user's effective energy required to achieve the same error probability in the absence of interferers, is the received energy for user , represents BER of the th user when the variance of AWGN is , and .
Because the asymptotic efficiency of the temporal decorrelator in a single-path Rayleigh fading channel is the same as that of an AWGN channel [6] , we only need to consider the AWGN channel here. In this case, . The th user's bit-error probability for the spatial-temporal decorrelator can be obtained as (30) where represents the th diagonal element of matrix [3] . Thus, the asymptotic efficiency of the spatial-temporal decorrelator for the th user is given by (31) By formulating the bit-error probability for the conventional single-user detector and identifying the dominating term when the background noise tends to zero [22] , the th user's asymptotic efficiency of the conventional single-user detector can be obtained
The th user's near-far resistance is defined as its worst-case asymptotic efficiency over all possible energies of the interferers and given by [1] . An analogous expression can be obtained for the asynchronous multipath case using the synchronous-equivalent model described earlier.
Example 1: To compare the asymptotic efficiency for the spatial-temporal decorrelator and the conventional single-user detector, we consider a four-user system based on length-7 Gold codes as spreading sequences. The corresponding cross-correlation matrix of the spreading codes is in [5] . We assume a uniform linear array (ULA) with half-wavelength spacing at the base-station. The DOAs for four active users with known array responses are with respect to the array boresight. We consider a single antenna as well as a three-element array. We assume that all interferers have equal transmitted power. We refer to user 1 as the desired user and define the power ratios , for . Fig. 2 depicts spatial-temporal decorrelator performance independent of the received interference energy, i.e., near-far resistance. The asymptotic efficiencies for conventional single-user detectors with or without an array tends to zero as the interferers become stronger. However, the antenna array is able to improve asymptotic efficiency for either the decorrelating or conventional single-user detectors.
The above analysis is based on the assumption that is known, implying that array response vectors, (for ), are known at the receiver. Since this is not the case in practice, we now investigate joint channel estimation and signal detection. 
IV. DECORRELATING RECEIVER VIA SAGE ALGORITHM
In this section, we address the key implementation issue of the proposed spatial-temporal decorrelating receiver, namely the joint parameter estimation and spatial-temporal signal decorrelation. Again, we omit the details for the multipath case for the sake of clarity. We derive a sequential decision-feedback receiver structure based on the SAGE algorithm. The available observed data at the receiver is a data vector set . The SAGE algorithm can achieve improved performance, such as faster convergence, over the standard EM algorithm [17] . The key idea for the SAGE algorithm is to choose a less informative hidden-data space to improve convergence rate.
Starting with an initial parameter vector estimate at iteration , iterate the following steps. 1) Choose a new index set , a subset of the parameters, which defines an admissible hidden-data space . 2) Compute the following conditional expectation of given observed data and the previous estimate of parameter vector
3) Obtain the next estimate by maximizing over the chosen subset while keeping the other parameters fixed
where the index set is the complement of . 4) Increment and go to step 1.
A. Application to CDMA
For the case of our DS-CDMA system model, we would like to estimate each user's channel parameters and detect information symbols individually. In step 1, we choose user index as the index set. Thus, the admissible hidden-data space for index , for and , is given by (12)
The log-likelihood function after removing the terms independent of and is straightforward
Given the estimation results at the th iteration, the conditional expectation of (for and ) in step 2 is given by (37) Finally, substituting (37) into (36), we obtain the conditional expectation of the log-likelihood function of . The maximization result at the next iteration, (34) in step 3, is given by (38) 
5) Increment and go to step 2. The above steps can be interpreted as follows. Substituting (39) into (41), we obtain (42) where is the estimated instantaneous spatial correlation at the th iteration and is the cross correlation defined in (24) . Equation (42) implies that information bit detection at each iteration involves explicit interference cancellation given current channel estimates and previously detected bits. Therefore, the SAGE-based receiver has a sequential interference cancellation structure. The initial guesses for the channel estimates are obtained using the conventional receiver with a pilot bit for each user.
B. Convergence
From (20) , it can be verified that the log-likelihood function is continuous and differentiable with respect to the unknown parameters. Since the likelihood function increases monotonically with each iteration and is bounded above, the proposed receiver converges to a fixed stationary point or local/global maxima depending on the initial guess of the unknown parameters [23] . The convergence rate of the SAGE-based receiver can be shown to be the largest eigenvalue of [24] , where and are Fisher information matrices of and , respectively. To investigate the effect of an antenna array on receiver convergence, we assume, for simplicity, that the channel array response vectors are known. From (20) and (37), and . Thus, the convergence rate of the SAGE-based receiver is given by maxeigenvalue . Example 2: We again consider a basestation with a halfwavelength-spaced ULA in an AWGN channel. The DOAs of active users are uniformly distributed in . Gold sequences of length-31 from [25] are assigned to mobile users. All active users have equal transmitted power. The convergence rate curves are plotted in terms of number of users and number of antennas and averaged over 5000 trials. From Fig. 3 , we observe slower convergence with an increasing number of active users. However, using an antenna array with high inter-element correlation improves receiver convergence due to added redundant channel information. Channel estimation performance improvements using antenna arrays is further documented in Section VI.
V. RECEIVER PERFORMANCE
To assess the performance of the proposed spatial-temporal decorrelating receiver, we determine the BER for symbol detection and the CRLB for channel estimation.
A. BER
For the single-path case, it is observed from (28) that the bit decision vector is an unbiased estimator with zero-mean noise vector and covariance matrix . We assume that the channels are perfectly known. The BER analysis in this section is compared to simulations of the SAGE-based receiver with imperfect channel estimates.
Claim: Without loss of generality, the BER for user 1 is given by (43) where is the average SNR for user 1 and given by (44) 
where , from which (45) follows. For Rayleigh fading and binary phase-shift keying modulation, (43) is obtained using the results in [26] .
For the case of multipath channels, we instead bound the BER assuming that all multiple-access interference is cancelled at the last SAGE iteration, and that all channel array response vectors are perfectly known. In addition, we approximate the covariance matrix as diagonal, which we have verified to be reasonably accurate [28] . After these steps have been carried out, the BER lower bound for the th user can be obtained using [26, p. 781] (48) where and . The denotes the attenuation of the th path of user , and the temporal correlation coefficient . It has been assumed that are identically distributed for all .
B. CRLB
To measure channel array response vector estimation performance, we derive the CRLB. We collect the unknown parameters into column vector , where is the channel array response vector for the th user. 
where if or if (for and ), is the SNR corresponding to the th user and is the spreading code cross correlation defined in (24) .
Outline of Proof: First, we define the parameter vector as , where is background noise covariance, and are the real and imaginary parts of , respectively. Discarding the terms independent of , the log-likelihood function is given by (51) We compute the derivative of (51) with respect to . Using the definition of the Fisher information matrix Finally, using inverse of a partitioned matrix, we can obtain the CRLB matrix for channel array response vectors . Clearly, the Fisher information matrix, , is a function of the SNR at the th bit as well as the cross correlation between the spreading codes.
VI. SIMULATIONS
Randomly generated length-31 Gold sequences are assigned to CDMA users. We transmit a 100-bit information sequence from each user and assume the channels remain unchanged. We insert one training bit in the first bit position in each sequence to obtain initial guesses for the channel array response vectors. A ULA with spacing is used at the base-station and the DOAs are uniformly distributed in . We assume that the channels are Rayleigh-fading and that the reported SNR value is averaged over the fading. Therefore, the required SNR to achieve a target BER is higher than that for AWGN channels. Using (26), we obtain the initial detected bit vectors. We assume that the first user is the desired user in all simulations. The results are computed from 10 000-150 000 trials, depending on the SNR, so that the BER is calculated to within 5% with 90% confidence.
First, we compare performances of the SAGE-based, EM-based [16] , and spatial-temporal decorrelating receiver with perfect channel array response knowledge. There are five active users in the system and either a single antenna or a three-element base-station antenna array. For simplicity, all users have equal transmitted power. Both the SAGE and EM-based decorrelating receivers use eight iterations. From  Fig. 4 , we observe that both iterative receivers significantly outperform the conventional single-user receiver. When a single antenna is used, however, the iterative receivers do not converge to the optimal spatial-temporal decorrelating receiver. However, the SAGE-based receiver performance is greatly enhanced using an antenna array. This is mainly due to improved channel estimation by the antenna array, as shown in Fig. 5 . When the SNR is larger than 20 dB, the channel estimates of the SAGE-based receiver do not reach the CRLB.
However, the loss in channel estimation performance at such a high SNR does not have a strong effect on symbol detection. At a BER of 10 , a three-element antenna array can achieve about 6-dB gain over a single antenna.
To assess near-far resistance, we consider five active users and a two-element antenna array. We assume that the first user is the desired user with 20-dB SNR and fixed transmitted power. All other interferers are assumed to have equal and varying transmitted power, and eight iterations are used. At 20-dB power ratio, transmitted powers of the interferers are all 100 times stronger than that of the desired user and represents an extreme near-far environment. Over these many other experiments, we have observed that the SAGE-based receiver achieves good near-far performance by the third iteration [28] . Fig. 6 shows that the SAGE-based receiver outperforms the EM-based receiver, converges to the spatial-temporal decorrelating receiver with perfect array channel knowledge and exhibits near-far resistance. As depicted in Fig. 7 , neither the EM-based receiver nor the conventional single-user receiver exhibits near-far resistance. Fig. 8 illustrates convergence of the SAGE-based receiver iterations. Five users with equal transmitted power are used along with a three-element base-station antenna-array. We note that the SAGE-based receiver converges very quickly in the low SNR region, and that most of the gain can be realized in three to four iterations. Fig. 9 compares BER performance for a two-path Rayleigh fading channel where time delays of the first and second paths for each user are uniformly distributed in and , respectively. Identical temporal covariance matrices are assumed for all paths. The channel array response vectors are assumed to be known for both the spatial-temporal decorrelating and conventional single-user receivers. A three-element antenna array is used at the base-station and all users have equal transmitted power. As expected, maximal-ratio RAKE combining of the two paths can achieve significant BER performance gain over that of a receiver locked onto the dominant path. Although the BER performance of the conventional single-user receiver for two-path channels outperforms that for single-path channels, both exhibit a BER floor due to multiple-access interference. As shown, the SAGE-based multiuser receiver achieves improved performance, while the approximate BER lower bound predicts ideal spatial-temporal decorrelator performance.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have derived an uplink spatial-temporal decorrelator for an antenna array-equipped CDMA basestation. The new decorrelator exhibits near-far resistance. Numerical results show that the incorporation of an antenna array results in significant improvement in performance and convergence in a fading channel. An iterative receiver structure is developed via the SAGE algorithm, and the BER and CRLB are derived. Performance gains are shown to be significant over a conventional single-user receiver. The SAGE-based receiver outperforms an EM-based receiver and approaches the BER of the spatial-temporal decorrelating receiver. The channel estimates of the SAGE-based receiver are also close to the CRLB. The simulated BER agrees closely with analytical results.
